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Andorra (/ Ã¦ n Ëˆ d É”Ë•r É™, -Ëˆ d É’r É™ / (); Catalan: ), officially the Principality of Andorra (Catalan:
Principat d'Andorra), also called the Principality of the Valleys of Andorra (Catalan: Principat de les Valls
d'Andorra), is a sovereign landlocked microstate on the Iberian Peninsula, in the eastern Pyrenees, bordered
by France in the north and Spain in the south.
Andorra - Wikipedia
Andorra is a small, landlocked country in southwestern Europe, located in the eastern Pyrenees mountain
range and bordered by Spain and France. With an area of 468 kmÂ², it is the sixth smallest country in Europe
and also the largest of the European microstates.. Andorra consists predominantly of rugged mountains, the
highest being the Coma Pedrosa at 2,942 metres (9,652 ft), and the average ...
Geography of Andorra - Wikipedia
How important are mountains in your world? As part of our planet's ecosystem they influence weather
conditions across global and regional climates. In some cultures mountains are a symbol of the planet. And
there are many stories where an individual embarks on a pilgrimage up a sacred mountain on a spiritual
quest. Great battles are fought on, around and in the shadow of mountains.
Author's Guide: How to Draw Mountains for Your Map
On this trip to Mongolia, trek the Altai Mountains & explore the foothills of Tsambagarav Mountain, the forests
of Maraat Valley & peaceful Tolbo Lake.
Adventure Trekking in the Altai Mountains | Mongolia Trekking
Beginning of a dialog window, including tabbed navigation to register an account or sign in to an existing
account. Both registration and sign in support using google and facebook accounts.
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